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PROBLEM
Not every camera is equipped with an excellent
image signal processing (ISP) pipeline that converts
raw sensor data into color images.
It is labor-intensive and challenging to design an ISP
pipeline with many independent modules. and thus
the ISP on most smartphones is sub-optimal, even
for the highly-rated ones such as iPhone.

DATA COLLECTION

APPROACH

We collect a sub-pixel aligned dataset with raw and RGB data pairs
captured by two popular smartphones and one high-end camera. Our
dataset can be used for learning ISPs to replace the sub-optimal built-in
ISPs of smartphones. Our dataset complements the existing ISP dataset
[Ignatov et al. 2020] with more types of smartphone images.

Given a raw image captured by a small sensor
camera, our goal is to render a high-quality RGB
image. The high dynamic range of raw sensor images
imposes a great challenge using a conventional CNN
architecture that relies on spatially invariant
convolutions, which are considered antithetical to
localize edge discontinuities. Thus, directly applying
standard convolution can cause apparent artifacts
such as halos, which has been identified in previous
non-learning-based image filtering methods. We
propose a novel edge-aware conditional
convolutional network architecture based on the
kernel prediction method.

RESULTS
We provide the quantitative results with baselines.
Overall, all perceptual metrics show that our proposed
ISP model outperforms the baselines.

Over 2000 pairs of aligned images from iPhone 6S & Xiaomi
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